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TEAMS
TEAMS offers a comprehensive Booking, Validation, Banking, Compliance and Marketing suite, the
elements of which can also be used independently and plugged into your existing system without
Inconvenience.
Why is TEAMS different and how will this difference improve your productivity and bottom line
Profits?
TEAMS is personalised, automatic, safe & secure and versatile. It encapsulates your business’s
procedures into a single, streamlined electronic process that requires minimal user intervention.
It is the most comprehensive, all-in-one, front- and back-office suite available. But more than that.
TEAMS can either be provided as a package or, if you are generally happy with your current
system but wish to enhance certain aspects, the independent programmes can simply be plugged
into your existing systems. And because the programmes work independently, should they not
provide the expected solutions, they can be removed without interruption or inconvenience. Not
only that; as well as improving operations, our customers usually see significantly improved your
cash flows.
TEAMS will fully automate many processes currently handled manually and will thus eradicate
possible human error and time-consuming lengthy PDQ payment processing. You will reduce
labour costs or be able to better reallocate resources into other productive areas.
You will have a better oversight of your business through detailed reports, you will be able to
reduce charge-backs on fraudulently presented cards and see an increase in cash-flow due to the
automated collection of payments.
TEAMS is also cloud-based, which means no installation is required. This allows you to operate
from anywhere where Internet access is available, and includes security measures to protect your
data. It integrates seamlessly and works unobtrusively to automatically deliver improvements to
the way in which work tasks are handled. And TEAMS delivers all this at the lowest price on the
market. We also have an extensive Partner Network and can integrate with regional payment
processors and systems to provide your business with simple, unified solutions.
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